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SAP S/4HANA Cloud

“By choosing SAP S/4HANA Cloud, we are 
  arming ourselves with an enterprise system 
  that will support our aggressive growth and 
  align with our business requirements both 
  today and for years into the future.”

– Carole McCluskey, CTO, MOD Super Fast Pizza Holdings LLC

Your organization is now set to achieve unprecedented outcomes 
in all areas of finance:
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SAP S/4HANA Cloud is the Intelligent ERP that takes finance into the digital 
age. Built on a real-time, open platform, it seamlessly ties your finance 
processes to procurement, sales, HR and other operations.

You adopt the most complete, integrated platform available to grow 
and innovate.

Many finance processes are getting intelligent with new technologies like 
machine learning or predictive analytics in SAP S/4HANA Cloud.

Explore just a few examples here:

To help their company become intelligent enterprises, finance organizations 
should lead along four business objectives.

Strategy
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Performance
Deliver instant
insight into the hands
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Profit from unparalleled value for finance
and beyond with the Intelligent Cloud ERP 

There is a new reality for finance leaders who want to change the way work is 
done and elevate their importance across the enterprise. They need to provide 
sound advice, strategic leadership and consider purposeful actions. 

At the core of their strategy stands a next-generation intelligent ERP platform 
that is the center point of all finance processes, and is connected to all parts 
of their business so they can get an up-to-date view of the entire value chain.

“We're quickly expanding into new countries. 
  By deploying SAP S/4HANA Cloud, we help 
  ensure that the solution can support us in 
  a fast and agile way, and that administrative 
  tasks are supported.”

– Filip Decostere, Partner, Delaware Consulting & 
    Managing Partner, Delaware China

Uncover hidden growth potential with intelligent alerts 
on unusual costs and revenue opportunities

Mitigate the risk of project budget overruns
by predicting project cost

Scale up your accounting teams capabilities with intelligent
invoice matching

Accelerate period-end closing with intelligent goods 
receipt / invoice receipt account clearing

Lower errors and human e�ort by automatically extracting 
information from unstructured payment advice

https://www.sap.com/products/erp/erp-cloud.html

